During the semesters that the course has been offered, the Marston Science Library set aside blocks of time in the MADE@UF lab that were exclusively for the use of students in the course. The students frequently borrowed library HMDs to test the programs that they were building, and were assisted with hardware and software issues by the librarian and MADE@UF director, Samuel
Putnam. The Library also maintained a stock of Google Cardboard, inexpensive
HMDs that work with smartphones, which were given out to the students free of charge.
At the end of each semester, the MADE@ UF lab was again reserved for the class to demo the projects they had worked on.
The demos presented some truly innovative ways to use AR/VR technology to enhance the social good. One VR experience let interior design students experience their designs from the vantage point of someone in a wheelchair. Another allowed construction students to virtually tour construction sites too dangerous to visit in person. Yet another experience used a smartphone app to provide a multi-language, AR walking tour for international visitors.
In addition to the course, VR for the Social Good also supports GatorVR, a student club dedicated to learning and developing VR. GatorVR meets weekly in MADE@UF at 
